Date: 2021-10-04
First Name: Martha
Last Name: Eberle
Title: N/A
Organization: self/ retired RN
Address: 
City: Dripping Springs
State: TX
Zipcode: 
Phone: 

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: Senate

Message:
I have submitted comments to the House, but I am emphasizing by talking to the Senate also. I am beyond distressed that you have
so blatantly drawn partisan redistricting maps. NO subtlety at all. You have purposely drawn Rep. Erin Zwiener out of her own
district, putting her into a more red district. TWICE, we have elected the Democrat we wanted our representative to be, not the repub
shills who ran against her, ... and were defeated, ... twice. A FAIR & SANE drawing of the district would use Hwy 150 as the dividing
line for 45 / 73, rather than your arbitrary squiggly lines that make no FAIR sense. Using Hwy 150, neighborhoods are aligned with the
schools their children attend. As an American and Texas citizen, I demand that democratic principles are used, NOT these partisan
and obvious cheating ways. I am 76, and believe in our democratic way of life. I am proud of my history and legacy, and would never
want my life to be judged as this republican legislature is showing itself to be -- cheaters, ... anything to win.